Voices against Violence Rally ’15

In recognition of International Day for Eliminating Violence against Women.

Meet at the Library and march to World Harvest Assembly.
Programme includes Speakers, Dance and Singing.
Please wear Purple or Orange.

Wed. 25th November 2015
5:00P.M. - 7:00P.M.

http://www.facebook.com/AxAbreakthesilence

UWI OPEN CAMPUS
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN

#BREAKTHESILENCE #URNOTALONE

For more information about the 16 Days of Activism contact Gender Affairs
1-264-497-2518 or ronysa for-prevor@gov.ai.
"BREAK THE SILENCE: END DOMESTIC VIOLENCE"
HELPING ALL KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE.

16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM 2015

WED, NOVEMBER 25 - INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR ELIMINATING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Radio and Television address by Hon. Cordia Richardson-Hodge, Minister of Gender to open the international "16 Days of Activism" in Anguilla.

6:00 – 7:30 pm - The Anguilla National Council of Women and University of the West Indies Open Campus "Voices Against Violence" Rally. March from the Library to World Harvest Assembly Church.

THURS, NOVEMBER 26
6:00 – 8:30 pm - 1 Accord’s Day 1: Revolution Male Empowerment Conference "Save the Seed" Discussion at Davida Restaurant. FREE.

FRI, NOVEMBER 27
8:00 pm - 1 Accord’s Day 2: Revolution Male Empowerment Conference Live Concert at the Lomonds Bowl Cultural Centre. US $10 Children, US $20 Adults.

Launch of the "Experiencing the Sacred Woman" 12 week programme. Contact the Gender Affairs Unit at 497-2518 for more information.

SAT, NOVEMBER 28
9:00 am - 1 Accord’s Day 3: Revolution Male Empowerment Conference "Taking Root" Breakfast at Flavours Restaurant (La Vue). FREE.

7:30 pm – Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Keynote Speaker for the St. Maarten Women’s Desk of the Department of Community Development, Family and Humanitarian Affairs. Exhibition on "The Impact and Influence of Music & Media on Violence against Women and Girls" at the Rock House at Princess Port de Plaisance, St. Maarten.

SUN, NOVEMBER 29
6:00 pm - 1 Accord’s Final Day: Revolution Male Empowerment Conference "Branching Out" Speaker Series at La Vue. FREE.

MON, NOVEMBER 30
H.E. The Governor, Christana Scott’s Tea for Young Women Activists at Government House. By Invitation Only. Contact Gender Affairs for more information.

TUES, DECEMBER 1 – WORLD AIDS DAY
5:30 – 6:00 pm – LIME’s "Young Girls Chat" Part II: Empowering Young Ladies toward Physical and Emotional Health at LIME Anguilla.

WED, DECEMBER 2
6:00 pm – Deputy Governor, Stanley Reid’s Men’s Gathering for Young Male Activists. By Invitation Only. Contact Gender Affairs for more information.

FRI, DECEMBER 4
"Gender Sensitivity" Training workshop with government staff. Contact Gender Affairs at 497-2518 for further information.

SAT, DECEMBER 5
7:00 am – 12:00 pm – Department of Environment’s "Beach Clean-Up Day" at The Forest. Please walk with gloves and a rake.

1:00 – 6:00 pm – "The Transformation" Retreat for Young Men at La Severine Total Fitness Gym, The Valley.

MON, DECEMBER 7
Gender Development Coordinator, Dr. Ronya Foy Connor attends an all-day Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) Country Gender Assessment Validation Workshop in St. Michael, Barbados.

WED, DECEMBER 9
University of the West Indies Open Campus Panel Discussion: "Next Steps after the Passage of Anguilla’s Domestic Violence Act 2016". Please contact Gender Affairs at 497-2518 for details.

THURS, DECEMBER 10 – HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

For more information about the 16 Days Of Activism contact Gender Affairs at 264-497-2518 or ronya.foy-connor@govai.wi. Visit the Facebook campaign online at https://www.facebook.com/AXXbreakthesilence

#BREAKTHESILENCE #URNOTALONE
REVOLUTION
MALE EMPOWERMENT CONFERENCE
Nov. 26 - 29, 2015

SAVE THE SEED
26.11.15 | 6:00PM
FREE ADMISSION
Speakers: Clyde Richardson & Ivan Connor

LIVE CONCERT
27.11.15 | 8:00PM
$10.00 Child, $20.00 Adult
Lanosome Bowl Cultural Centre
Speakers: Joseph Pradel, D'Murphy, Germain Lake, Jermaine Edwards

TAKING ROOT
28.11.15 | 9:00AM
FREE ADMISSION | Flavors
Speakers: Darren Wilson & Alkin Paul

BRANCHING OUT
29.11.15 | 7:00PM
FREE ADMISSION | La Vue
Speakers: Bishop Carl Richardson & Pastor Roddy Isles

“16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM”